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1 Introduction1

In section 8.3.5.1 the seventh paragraph is vague:2
3

The STC zone starts from a preamble. The BS can choose between 2 modes of operation:4
• The preamble is immediately followed by one or several encoded PHY bursts, with no FCH-STC present, and all bursts of5
the STC zone shall be described in the regular MAP. There shall be no DLMAP in the STC zone.6
• The preamble is immediately followed by and an STC encoded FCH-STC burst, which is one symbol with the same payload7
format as specified in Table 241Table 225. The FCH-STC burst is transmitted at BPSK rate _. It is followed by one or several8
STC encoded PHY bursts. The first burst in the STC zone may contain a DL-MAP applicable only to the STC zone, in which9
the DL IEs start time refer to the beginning of the STC zone, including preamble. If DL-MAP is present, it shall be the first10
MAC PDU in the payload of the burst. The DL map if sent in Burst 1 of the normal frame shall not describe any allocations in11
the STC region, since these will be described in the FCH-STC and DL-MAP of the STC zone. The STC zone may also contain12
an UL-MAP, as well as DCD and UCD messages.13

14
In the case that there is STC encoded traffic in a specific frame, K, without STC encoded data traffic on the15
previous frame, K-1, the preceding DL subframe, K-1, may contain an STC zone at the end of the subframe,16
in which the STC zone consists of only an STC preamble and FCH-STC with no MAP IE, and STC data.17

18

19

We propose cleaning up the language with the following editorial change.20

2 Outline of Proposed Solution21

The portion of the paragraph is rewritten.22

3 Proposed Text Changes23

Proposed Text Change:24

In Section 8.3.5.1 of 802.16REVe/D5, change the text of the seventh paragraph as follows (the strikethrough refers to the25

original strikethrough in the document and the double strikethrough is the new deletions):26
27

The STC zone always starts with an STC preamble. BS can choose between two modes of operation:28
1. No FCH-STC Present: If the regular DL-MAP describes allocations in the STC zone, then the STC zone shall start with an29

STC preamble The preamble is immediately followed by one or several encoded PHY bursts, with no FCH-STC after STC30
preamble, and all bursts of the STC zone shall be described in the regular MAP. There shall be no DLMAP in the STC31
zone.32

2. FCH-STC Present: If the DL-MAP does not describe allocations in the STC zone, then the STC zone shall start with  an33
STC preamble that The preamble is immediately followed by and an STC encoded FCH-STC burst   with the same34
payload format as specified in Table 241Table 225. The FCH-STC burst is transmitted at BPSK rate _. It is followed by35
one or several STC encoded PHY bursts. The first burst in the STC zone may contain a DL-MAP applicable only to the36
STC zone. The DL IE start times in this DL-MAP refer to the beginning of the STC zone, including STC preamble. If DL-37
MAP is present, it shall be the first MAC PDU in the payload of the burst. The DL map if sent in Burst 1 of the normal38
frame shall not describe any allocations in the STC region, since these will be described in the FCH-STC and DL-MAP of39
the STC zone. The STC zone may also contain an UL-MAP, as well as DCD and UCD messages. The randomizer and40
pilot modulation shall be reinitialized at the beginning of the STC zone.41

3. In the case that there is STC encoded traffic in a specific frame, K, without STC encoded data traffic on the42
previous frame, K-1, the preceding DL subframe, K-1, may contain an STC zone at the end of the subframe,43
in which the STC zone consists of only an STC preamble and FCH-STC with no MAP IE, and STC data.44

45

Point 3 is changed to be consistent with point 1. The clean version is:46

47
The STC zone always starts with an STC preamble. BS can choose between two modes of operation:48

49
1. No FCH-STC Present: If the regular DL-MAP describes allocations in the STC zone, then the STC zone shall start with an50

STC preamble immediately followed by one or several encoded PHY bursts, with no FCH-STC after STC preamble.51
52

2. FCH-STC Present: If the DL-MAP does not describe allocations in the STC zone, then the STC zone shall start with an53
STC preamble that is immediately followed by an STC encoded FCH-STC burst with the same payload format as54
specified in Table 225. The FCH-STC burst is transmitted at BPSK rate _. It is followed by one or several STC encoded55
PHY bursts. The first burst in the STC zone may contain a DL-MAP applicable only to the STC zone. The DL IE start56
times in this DL-MAP refer to the beginning of the STC zone, including STC preamble. If DL-MAP is present, it shall be57
the first MAC PDU in the payload of the burst. The STC zone may also contain an UL-MAP, as well as DCD and UCD58
messages. The randomizer and pilot modulation shall be reinitialized at the beginning of the STC zone.59

60
3. In the case that there is STC encoded traffic in a specific frame, K, without STC encoded data traffic on the61

previous frame, K-1, the preceding DL subframe, K-1, may contain an STC zone at the end of the subframe,62
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in which the STC zone consists of only an STC preamble with no MAP IE, and STC data.1

2
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